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1
INTRODUCTION
Microsoft Project allows use of Look-up Tables that force users to select from a limited number of
available choices to populate fields. This is done for data integrity; actually, adding Resources to a Task is
an example of a look-up table. However, MS Project allows lookup tables on local custom fields such as
Outline Codes and Text fields:

This paper explains how to migrate a lookup table created in one field for use by another field, even if the
two are in different files. How to create the original lookup table is the subject of a different paper.
2

PROCEDURE

2.1
Open Files
Open the file containing the original lookup field (the source), and the file(s) where the new lookup table
will reside (the target). It may be the same file and you just want to use the Lookup on Text1 as a lookup
on Text2. Or, you may want to use a Lookup in File_One.mpp Text1 as a lookup in File_Two.mpp Text5 as
examples.
2.2
Activate the Target File
Making sure the receiving target file is active (File_Two.mpp), select Custom Fields on the Project ribbon.

In the Custom Fields dialog box, select the new target field, Text5. Then select the Lookup Table radio
button.
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2.3
Create a Lookup Table
In the Custom Fields Dialog box, after selecting the Lookup… radio button, select the Lookup… button and
then import table :
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2.4
Import Lookup Table
To import a lookup table, verify the field type for import (usually Task), and select the source file from the
drop down in the dialog box. It is possible the Source and Target files will be the same file. In this case,
select File_One.mpp:

Finally, choose the Field from the Source file (File_One.mpp) containing the Lookup Table you wish to
import into the current file. In this case, it is Text1:

Select OK and you are complete. You have successfully imported the Lookup Table from File_One.mpp
Text1 in to File_Two.mpp Text5.
Note: If you want the Lookup to contain levels of indenture, you need to use an Outline Code as discussed
in a separate paper.
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